What do you MOST want to learn from the Bootcamp?
27 responses

N/A
General framework protocol and applications to my department
What can we do to change culture
Some of these answers.
Resources for inculcating a safety-aware culture in our unit
EHS protocol
What kinds of shop practices do I need to implement
resources available to put standards in place
Strategies to help make safety simple for staff to comprehend, remember, and apply
Roles of safety coordinators in other departments and how my position aligns or doesn't align with
them.
Not sure
Different UM health and safety resources, programs, and initiatives that are available to the labs on
campus.
Any new or changes to regulations that we should be aware of. Also, new programs to be aware of
(ie. previous coordinator conference I found out about the Janus lab and the Bioresearch shuttle).
Machine shop safety and BBP training
Duties of the Safety coordinator
what constitutes a need to contact EHS for assistance
How to encourage others in the lab setting to follow rules and SOPs, especially regarding proper
PPE, without becoming an enemy
What I need to know for my buildings (classroom buildings with minimum or no lab/shop work).
As much as possible!
How can safety officers can work better with EHS inspectors to really create a culture of safety in
research at all levels. It seems as though EHS is more interested in its auditing tasks rather than in
working together with the researchers to improve the U culture of research.
safety
Proper procedures & University accepted responses for keeping & using hazardous materials and
safe working practices for my specific area
Lab safety information
always good to learn new and updated info.
Communication strategies and how to most productively integration with other campus safety
programs (lessons learned, common messaging, etc.).
Safety aspects that I have not considered and we are not paying attention to
What safety issues apply to my work environment

How are you planning on using or sharing the information learned, when you
get back to your Unit?
26 responses

email
Faculty meetings, website
Make/change policies specific to the school
Putting into practice.
Group meeting for an overview and day-to-day interactions with laboratory users
incorporated into shop orientations and employee training
I will discuss the details of the bootcamp with my supervisor, and, if necessary, implement changes to
our lab practices and procedures.
make all information known and available through an open policy.
It really depends on what I've learned and how it applies directly to our lab.
Helping to further develop/refocus my position
Share with laboratories
It is mine and my supervisors intention to share information learned to the rest of the lab staff during
our weekly department meeting.
Implementing in our undergrad labs and discussing with our department safety committee
Share with lab coordinators
Small group meetings
follow up mtg with unit safety committee
Discussions at lab meetings
Through in person education with appropriate faculty or staff members (using pre-approved
educational materials).
We will disseminate this information and training back through to our internal Safety Team members
print the necessary information and give to the lab member
making it part of my student work-study and faculty training
Share with our department safety committee
Implement/reinforce topics learned and reminded of
Discuss at our next unit safety meeting.
Incorporate learnings into existing Test Facility Safety Management Plan
meetings with my staff

Please list all comments, questions, concerns about the Bootcamp.
12 responses

learn something
looks like the highest hazard areas are still laboratories and I suspect there will be alot of info not
applicable to the woodshop service I provide even though the attentiveness to best practices are
probably similar
none
My main concern is for information overload--learning lots of stuff that doesn't apply directly to our
situation and trying to sort out what does.
Unsure of whom I'll be interacting in the department
no concerns
no questions
guessing a wide range of knowledge in participants - feels problematic to keep content on pace to
keep folks engaged for so many hours...
None -- I'm looking forward to it! (And can't wait to see how poorly I did on this "quiz"!)
1st year, so waiting to see how this all goes!
Safety issues are broad and not always applicable to all units/safety officers. I worry that a single
university-wide event will include many safety issues not applicable to my work. I am happy to learn
about all safety issues, but I guess it depends on the degree of detail or time dedicated to topics off
my line.
I look forward to it!

